DHARMAMURTHI RAO BAHADUR CATAVALA CUNNAN CHETryS HINDU COLIEGE (SHIFT 2)
Online Feedback Report

t.

How do you rate the overall quality of online classes?

Poot=8.O% Fair=59.9% Good=2l.6% Excellent=10.5%

2.

Clear explanation of the topics

Poor=3.7o/o

3.
4.
,l

Innovative

Fair=77.7%

/ new methods

Good=66%
of teaching

Poor=Ll,L% Fair=73Yo

Gosd=62.396

Enthusiasm ofteacher in teaching
Poor=43% Fair=6.2%

Good=S7,4%

5.

Teacher's helping approach in teaching / clearing doubts
Poor=0.6Yo Fair=S.O% Good=Sl.2o/o Excellent=40.1%

6.

Teacher's communication / clarity
Poor=4.3Yo Fair=L6.7% Good=54.3% Excellent=24.7%

7

.

9.

Excellent=13.6%

'

Excellent=32.1%

Do you think the classes provided good value?
Yes= 77.8Yo

8.

Excellent=19.8%

No=22.2%

How helpful was the class material provided to you?
Very helpful =59.9o/o
Somewhat helpful=36.4%

Not so helpful=3.7%

How well you are satisfied with the type of internal tests conducted?
Very satisfied=53.7%o
Somewhat satisfied=38.9%

Not satisfied =7.4%

10. Which teaching aids you prefer in online classes
Board=32.1%

Power Point=53.7%

YouTube videos=13.6%

11. Considering your online classes experience, how likely you recommended if for future? (even after re-opening
classes)

Yes=51.9%

12. On a scale of

No=48.1%
1

to 5, how satisfied are you with the overall format of online classes?

t=4.5% 2=6.8%

3=29.4%

4=33.3%5=t5.3yo (circle)

13. Quality of reception (internet quality) without disruption

Poor=25,3%

Fair=S4.3yo

Good=20.4%

14. The home environment to attend online classes

Poot=22.2%

Fair=44,4o/o

Good=33.3%

15. State one thing you liked most about the class
The teaching of the teachers are good but straight classes will be better.

16. State one thing you disliked most about

class

Majority of students facing network issues like tower problem, voice breaking etc.,

17. Any comment / suggestion to help improve online classes

.
o
o

All classes must be recorded and upload in you tube it is verv
Lecturers can take in laptop to improve their quality of video
Exams must be conducled through online
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